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Abstract Flood is a recurrent and crucial natural phenomenon affecting almost the7

entire planet. It is a critical problem that causes crop destruction, destruction to8

the population, loss of infrastructure, and demolition of several public utilities. An9

effective way to deal with this is to alert the community from incoming inundation10

and provide ample time to evacuate and protect property. In this article, we suggest an11

IoT-based energy efficient flood prediction and forecasting system. IoT sensor nodes12

are constrained in terms of battery and memory, so the fog layer uses an energy-saving13

approach based on data heterogeneity to preserve the system’s power consumption.14

cloud storage is used for efficient storage. The environmental conditions such as15

temperature, humidity, rainfall, and water body parameters, i.e. water flow and water16

level, are being investigated for India’s Kerala region to calibrate the flood phases.17

PCA (Principal Component Analysis) approach is used at the fog layer for attribute18

dimensionality reduction. To forecast the flood, the ANN (Artificial Neural Network)19

algorithm is used, and the simulation technique of Holt Winter is used to forecast the20

future flood. Data is obtained from the Indian government meteorological database21

and experimental assessment is carried out. The findings showed the feasibility of the22

proposed architecture.23
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1 Introduction25

Natural disasters are universal incident and require significant assistance to tackle.26

Natural disasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes and floods are events that intensely27

impact wide zone, distressing population, affecting goods, and tremble the population28

on both economical as well as psychological viewpoint [1]. From these disasters, flood29

is one of the ordinary disastrous incidents that happen in various countries consis-30

tently around the world. Over the past two decades, floods have accounted for 44%31

of all disaster incidents and have affected 1.6 billion people worldwide [30]. China is32

the nation most impacted by floods from 2000 to 2019, with an average of 20 floods33

every year and a total of 900 million people affected [30]. 2017 floods in US caused34

3019 fatalities and resulted in overall loss of US$ 95000 million [29].In India recently,35

in Gujrat, the floods impacted 6.44 lakh farmers in 17 districts. The crop damage is36

estimated to be worth Rs 867 crore. Assam deals with displacement of 61,923 people37

and approximately 160 deaths. In West Bengal, 1.67 lakh people had to be accommo-38

dated in relief camps, and atleast 4 people lost their lives [2] so as to consequence in39

part from the lack of development of warning systems and information at the com-40

munity level of the imminent flood. There is needed to take special procedures to41

predict it and to manage the situation before it occurs. Flood prediction and detection42

is done using IoT sensors and cloud computing in a geographical area by providing43

proficient acquisition, processing and efficient storage of flood related information.44

IoT and cloud computing are in combination become a powerful platform for flood45

management by monitoring the water bodies from remote sites providing continuous46

information about flood to decision making agencies and rescue units. Flood forecast47

and warning intend to reduce threat of lives and economic influence. A framework48

for flood alert provides data accumulation, analysis of data, scrutinize and warning49

[3]. The presented model is based forecasting and detecting the flood in advance50

based on environmental factors like temperature, humidity, rainfall and hydrological51

parameters like water flow and water level. Non linear data is dimensionally reduced52

by using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) dimension reduction method. In this53

study, Principal Component Analysis is proposed as a novel pre-processing technique54

for the flood detection systems to reduce the dimensions of flood related attributes, and55

the resulting input representation is trained with Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for56

classifying the data. Artificial Neural Network is a non linear computational structure57

comprising of a vast number of interconnected processing units [4]. ANN is used58

for because of its characteristics like high parallelism, fault tolerance, learning and59

generalization capabilities. In this study of flood prediction domain, IoT framework60

uses comprehensive historical dataset of continuous observations over a span of time61

to predict the flood and related activities. The paper contributes in this aspect by (i)62

Proposing IoT sensors with energy efficient gateway node. (ii) to provide a mechanism63

for the efficient energy utilization of hardware (iii) To predict and control the sleep64

interval of sensors (iv) Reduce the dimensionality of sensory data and geographical65

information. (v) Predict flood events using Artificial Neural Networks. (vi) Flood66

forecasting. In the proposed system, the general framework of IoT based flood predic-67

tion and forecasting system is described. A survey on various flood monitoring and68

management systems focused on IoT with different data mining methodologies has69
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been addressed in section 2. Section 3 describes key terms relevant to our proposed70

flood data analysis model and computing framework with alert generation process.71

In section 4, complete experimental comparison of proposed approach with different72

techniques. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper with some important discussions.73

2 Related work74

This section analyzes various flood management systems and data mining techniques75

used for flood data. Firstly, different frameworks are discussed related to flood man-76

agement system followed by data mining techniques.77

2.1 Flood Management System78

In 2017, Ray and Mukherjee [6] presents the model based on IoT to experience the79

significant issues with disasters for example remote monitoring and real- time analysis,80

cautioning, data analysis, information accumulation. A complete dialog is presented81

on state-of-the-art situations to deal with devastating incidents. Moreover, IoT-based82

guidelines and market-prepared deploy-able products are reviewed to tackle disaster83

problems. It is concluded that for disaster management and handle the disastrous84

situation the Internet of Things based technologies are suitable. This survey reveals85

key challenges and research patterns in IoT-enabled emergency response systems. In86

2016, Afzaal and Zafar [10] propose a model in which sensors are installed to observe87

water level in different water bodies. Gateways are used as an interface with the cloud88

and to enable actors on the basis of information handled by the cloud. The Vienna89

Development Method-Specification Language (VDM-SL) is used for configuration90

and execution of system. VDM-SL is used to create potential test cases to reduce device91

failures and omissions. The result shows that there is no error in specification. In 2016,92

Ovando et al. [8] offers a sensor for calculating water level in rivers, reservoirs, lagoons93

and streams. A prototype is designed using a micro-model that is installed on a basic94

open circuit based on a water level measurement sensor. A programmable electronic95

board (Netduino Plus 2) is used to perform the micro-model. In 2015, Kumar et al.96

[7] presents an innovative approach to the recurrent issue of floods in India. The97

system is integrated flood prediction and alert generation system developed using98

Internet of Things techniques. The system uses an innovative approach to calculate99

and monitor several flood related parameters at different locations to reliably forecast100

river flooding in real-time. In 2015, Yusoff et al. [14] suggested that flood control and101

early warning monitoring can be tackled by cloud computing. The study is confirms102

that the GreenCloud supports crucial functions fro the growth of smart cities. In 2015,103

Lo et al. [13] presents an image processing techniques based model to determine the104

flood conditions. The experimental results indicates the reliability of visual sensing105

approach. In 2020, Hadid et al. [33] presents an approach for stream level prediction106

for a river using hybrid model and Dempster-Shafer algorithm for PWARX (Piecewise107

Auto-Regressive eXogeneous) model.108
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2.2 Meterological Data Analytics109

In 2006, Owotoki et al. [12] proposes a model for integrated flood management (IFM)110

that is utilize the data mining techniques, in a three-tier web based framework dedicated111

to sustainable development for stakeholders as a micro-scale resilience technique of112

IFM. In 2011, Widmann et al. [15] presents a system for analysis of daily precipitation113

in switzerland using principal component analysis technique. A mathematical model114

is developed to observing precipitation patterns due to shifts in either the frequency115

or precipitation behavior of Alpine weather groups. In 2003, Marhaba et al. proposes116

a principal component analysis based system to monitor the spatial and temporal117

variations in water quality. In 2013, Aziz et al. [17] describe the implementation of118

artificial neural network for regional flood inundation mapping in the Australian case119

study. In 2010, Chau et al. [18] applied modular artificial neural networks technique to120

predict the rainfall time series. In 2018, Chu et al. [31] proposes a modified principal121

component analysis (MPCA) method for assessing environmental variables to track122

environmental changes in coastal recovery ares. Ghadim et al. [32] discuss the use of123

the Holt-Winters time series model’s additive and multiplicative types of to forecast124

environmental variables for one year in advance.125

3 Proposed Model126

Fig.1 explains the proposed model for flood prediction and forecasting. It consists127

of data acquisition layer, fog layer and cloud layer. Data acquisition layer gathers128

environmental data from several sensors such as rainfall sensors, temperature sensors,129

waterflow sensors, humidity sensors, water level sensors at different locations and130

water bodies. The data collected is analysed at fog layer for data variation in order131

to adapt the sampling frequency of the sensor nodes. The data dimensionality is132

further reduced by using the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the fog layer133

and forwarding it to the cloud layer. Data is maintained in a cloud-based repository134

from which valuable information is extracted for efficient processing and effective135

decision making.136

3.1 Data Acquisition Layer137

The data acquisition layer gathers large amount of data. IoT sensor nodes are re-138

sponsible for gathering data on flood events and related parameters in the local area.139

Successful flood prediction and forecasting is focused on information of the various140

meteorological and hydrological attributes that cause flooding. The overview of these141

attributes and accompanying sensors is shown in Table 1.142

143

1. Meteorological attributes: Flood is greatly depends on meteorological condi-144

tions of particular location. Meteorological attributes comprises information about145

temperature, humidity, precipitation and also monsoon season significantly escalate146

the occurrence of maximum rainfall that causes flood conditions.147

148
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Fig. 1: Proposed framework

2. Hydrological attributes: Water level in water bodies of study area and flow of149

water with respect to time is considered as important factor for flood conditions.150

3.2 Fog Layer151

Fog layer is the transitional layer between the cloud layer and the data acquisition152

layer. The raw data obtained from data acquisition layer is pre-processed at the fog153
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Table 1: Flood causing attributes

Meteorological

attributes

Description Sensors

Temperature Atmospheric air temperature

Humidity Water vapours in air Temperature sensors, humidity sensors

Rainfall amount of precipitation rain guages, precipitation sensors

Season Winter, Pre-Monsoon, Monsoon, Post-

Monsoon

Hydrological at-

tributes

Description Sensors

Water level Level of water in water bodies Water level sensors

Water flow Volume of water flowing Water flow sensors

layer. Fog layer performs a two-step preprocessing of data such as ANOVA and Tukey154

post hoc test aided energy conserving and PCA based data dimensional reduction.155

3.2.1 ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) model and Tukey’s Post Hoc Test156

Fog layer receives datasets information from data acquisition layer. The sensors nodes157

are operated by batteries and power restricted sensors require an energy-efficient data158

collection strategy. A method for measuring the active and sleep duration based on159

the existence of sensor data has been presented in the proposed model. To avoid160

redundant information, sensor active and sleep durations of sensors are analyzed by161

using ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) method with Tukey Post Hoc Test. The one way162

ANOVA model is used to measure the total heterogeneity (HC)of data generated by163

sensor nodes in N time slots. Total heterogeneity (HC) is calculated as the measure164

of the heterogeneity within duration (HF8Cℎ8=) and heterogeneity between duration165

(H1CF ), illustrated as:166
167

(HC) = (HF8Cℎ8= )+ (H1CF )

168

Each sensor node captures a new data value for every flood attribute:169

170

�0 = ( 51, 52, 53, . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5) −1, 5) )

171

#
∑

2=1

=2
∑

0=1

( 5 02 − "40=)2
=

#
∑

2=1

=2
∑

0=1

( 5 02 − "40=2 )
2 +

#
∑

2=1

=2 × ("40=2 − "40=)2

172

Here 502 is 0Cℎ reading taken by sensor node in 2Cℎ duration; =2 denotes number173

of readings in 2Cℎ duration; N denotes total number of durations; "40=2 denotes174

mean of data values captured in 2Cℎ duration; "40= denotes mean of data values175

captured in all N time duration. The findings of one-way ANOVA help to assess176

whether or not the means of seperate datasets obtained over successive time durations177

vary greatly. Further, Tukey Post Hoc Test is implemented to determine whether the178

variance between datavalues from different durations exceeds a certain threshold.179
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180

181

3.2.2 Dimension Reduction182

Dimension reduction module can be used to acquire extracted features of the flood183

related geographical attributes and sensor data set which is substantially smaller in184

size, thus far intimately preserving the accuracy of the original data. Specifically,185

mining on smaller data set will be more effective and deliver the same (or nearly186

the same) outcomes. In this proposed system, principal component analysis (PCA)187

method is applied on sensed data and geographical attributes for dimension reduction188

according to Algorithm 1.189

Algorithm 1: Dimension reduction of flood attributes by using PCA

Input: Data set: B
(1)

1
, B

(2)

2
,. . . . . . . . . . . . .., B

(?)
= ; n: number of flood attributes, p: number of

observations.

1 Normalize the original data: Calculate the mean (μj), Variance (σj) and Covariance (Cov(sjk)).

2 Find the correlation coefficient (c
(i)

jk
) and correlation matrix (C) of the normalized data.

2
(8)

9:
=

Cov(B 9: )

f 9 .f:

3 Determine the Eigen values (_1, _2, _3,.......,_=) from equation [C−?I ] = 0 and Eigen vectors

(481, 482, 483, . . . . . . .48=) from equation
[

C−_ 9 I
]

48 9 = 0 for the correlation coefficient matrix.

4 Sort the Eigen values and corresponding Eigen vectors so that _1≥ _2≥ _3 ≥ . . . . . . · · · ≥ _=.

5 Select the first 2 ≤ = eigenvectors and generate the data set in the new representation.

2 Eigenvectors generate the data set in new representation with reduced dimensions.190

The PCA restricts all new values to lower dimensionality and update the database.191

Now, that data is gathered and pre-processed, it must now be evaluated for determining192

the flood level severity on the basis of the data received.193

194

3.3 Cloud Layer195

The flood related environmental sensory IoT data from different locations is stored196

at Cloud. The data is pervasively sensed and periodically collected at different time197

intervals. Therefore, for further analysis data are stored in cloud servers. The flood198

related activities are adequately categorized based on reduced attributes by using199

artificial neural networks.200

3.3.1 Flood Prediction sub-layer and Alert generation201

The artificial neural network (ANN) method is adopted in this research for classified202

the dimensionally reduced data by Principal Component Analysis algorithm. ANN203
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Fig. 2: Configuration of Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

model composed of 3 layers of node i.e. the input layer, the hidden layer and the204

output layer. Every node has a number of inputs (from dimensionally reduced flood205

related attributes) and a number of outputs (according to flood sensitivity factor). The206

structure of multi-layered feed-forward neural network is shown in Fig. 2. The nodes207

represented by circles and the relations represented by lines. Each input ( 21, 22, 23,208

. . . . . . . . . ,2=) is multiply by a relation parameter known as weight (,8) and combined209

to generate a single value. This value is then regulated by a transfer function. The210

cumulative output value of a node can be expressed as below:211

( 9 = f (C ∗,8 − )9 )212

Alert generation components are reasonable for transmitting alert notifications to213

decision making agencies and citizens of particular flood detected area (Algorithm214

2).215

Algorithm 2: Classification and Alert Generation

Input: Dimensionally reduced flood attributes (C = 21, 22, 23, . . . . . . . . . ,2=).

Output: Alert generation according to possibility of flood.

1 Calculate Flood sensitivity factor (( 9 ) according to various dimensionally reduced flood

attributes. As ( 9 = f (C ∗,8 − )9 ); Where, C = 21, 22, 23, . . . . . . . . . ,2= input to ANN model,

,8 is weight associated with each node, )9 threshold value for each flood attribute.

2 if Flood sensitivity factor (( 9 ) > Predefined Threshold then

3 Flood is detected and immediate alert is generated to decision making agencies

(WRA,CDEOC) and citizens of that area.

4 else

5 Flood is not detected and no alert is generated

6 Exit.
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3.3.2 Flood Forecasting sub-layer216

This sub-layer forecasts the potential occurrences flood events by analyzing the current217

and historical values generated by flood prediction layer. For this task, Holt-Winters218

forecasting approach is used, which is one of the most frequently used exponential219

smoothing methods. Holt Winter’s method considers three components to determine220

the future flood. The three components are:221

1. Level (!C ) = U
(C

&C−G
+ (1-U) (!C−1 + )C−1)222

2. Trend ()C ) = V(!C - !C−1) + (1- V)( )C )223

3. Seasonality (&C ) = W
(C
!C−1

+ (1- W) &C−G224

Where, !C ,) C 0=3 &C are level, trend and seasonality components at time t. U, V and225

W are model parameters. (C is flood stage at time t and x is seasons’ length. Flood226

stage for C + ? is determined as: (C+? = (!C + ?)C ) &C−G+? . The initial values for Holt227

Winter’s components are:228

!0 = (1 −
=

2
)0

229

)0 =
(= − (1

(=−1) G

230

&0 =
(I

(H −
(

G−1
2

− I
)

)0

z = 1,2,3,. . . . . . x and y = 1,2,3,. . . . . . n.231

Where, (H is arithmetic mean of predicted flood stages for HCℎ year, n is the cumulative232

number of years considered.233

Algorithm 3: Flood Forecasting sub-layer procedure

Input: Flood prediction dataset

1 Initiate the level, trend and seasonal components using !0, )0, &0.

2 Determine level, trend and seasonal components’ revised values using !C , )C , &C .

3 Evaluate the forecast value for t=t+p by using ( (C + ?) .

4 Exit.

4 Performance Evaluation234

This portion of the paper discusses the findings of implementation and addresses the235

reliability assessment of the proposed approach. The phases are addressed ahead:236
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Fig. 3: Correlation structure of flood attributes

4.1 Data accumulation and integration237

Data cannot be derived directly from the environment for applying the proposed model238

but can be gathered from multiple official sources of data. We have generated flood239

attributes systematically by collecting data from India’s different government sites240

[26][23] and dataset repository [27] for the Kerala region. The environmental dataset241

is created in such a way that all possible flood-related attributes are considered. The242

dataset contains 180 cases (about 14 districts of Kerala in 2018) with information243

on 5 attributes, i.e. season, temperature, relative humidity, rainfall, water level. The244

relationships between the flood attributes are presented by using the correlation matrix.245

Figure 3 depicts the correlation matrix of 5 independent variables.246

4.2 Energy conservation using ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test247

Water level sensor data and temperature data is retrieved from sensor dataset [28] for248

several lakes in Alaska, to determine the performance of proposed energy conserving249

mechanism. The dataset contains hourly data for the attributes water level and temper-250

ature. 24 hours water level sensor data is considered for implementation of ANOVA251

and Tukey’s test. Considered data is divided into 6 intervals with 4 hours in each252

interval. The result of ANOVA and Tukey Post Hoc Test is shown in Figure 4. The253

result shows maximum overlap of mean intervals.254
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Fig. 4: Tukey’s simultaneous 95% of CIs

Table 2: Principal components and corresponding Eigen value & cumulative variance

PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5

Eigen Value 2.2988 1.1234 0.8827 0.4430 0.2521

Cumulative Variance 46% 78.4% 86.1% 95% 100%

4.3 Dimension Reduction255

The dimensionality of the final dataset is minimized by the principal component256

analysis (PCA) approach. All modern statistical analysis packages use programs to257

measure the vector pair (eigenvalue-eigenvector) of the sample correlation matrix. The258

PCA algorithm is available in Minitab and is applied directly on generated dataset.259

Figure 5 shows the Scree plot of flood attributes corresponding to eigenvalues and260

principal components. First two principal components are selected out of 5 principal261

components, since its corresponding eigen values are greater than unity. Selected262

principal components clarified 78.4% of the overall variable heterogeneity in PCA263

(Table 2). The plot of first principal component against second principal component264

(Figure 6) shows that samples were clearly divided. These two principal components265

are directed to the cloud layer for forecasting and prediction of floods.266

4.4 Flood prediction analysis267

Two PCs, which explains 78.4% of the total variance, were extracted to utilize the268

ANN technique for flood prediction. The generated dataset is divided into two subsets.269

The first subset (70% of data) is used for training purposes and remainder 30% data270
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Fig. 5: Scree plot for Flood related variables

Fig. 6: Scree plot of two principal components

is used for testing purposes. The accuracy of predictive model is assessed in terms of271

confusion Matrix ROC curve analysis. The results of ANN show the overall 94.2%272

accuracy. Table 3 displays the predicted and observed accuracy of analysed data. The273

ROC curve of the predictive model (ANN) is shown in Fig. 7. The area under curve274

is 0.9807.275

Efficiency in data classification concerns the classification of data instances into vari-276
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Table 3: Predicted and observed accuracy

Observed Predicted % correct

Event No Event

Event 73 2 97.3

No event 8 97 92.4

All 81 99 94.4

Fig. 7: ROC curve for ANN

ous groups using the Artificial Neural Network technique. Different statistical methods277

are used to test and evaluate the classification efficiency of the proposed model. These278

include accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and F-measure. Various baseline classifiers279

are used for comparative study. We have used three separate classifier models as a280

baseline classifier model for comparison, namely KNN, Decision Tree, BBN. Results281

have been obtained for various classifier models and are shown in Fig 8.282

4.5 Flood forecasting analysis283

Holt-Winters forecasting model is used to estimate the future trends in flood stages.284

Minitab software is used for implementing Holt-Winter’s model using. The results of285

ANN are used as feedback for the model. The result of flood forecasting for time span286

of one month is shown in Fig 9 and for seasonal forecasting is depicted in Fig 10. The287

results show variation in observed and forecasted values. The accuracy assessment288

parameters, i.e., mean square deviation, mean absolute deviation, and mean absolute289

percentage error, are shown in Table 4.290
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Fig. 8: ANN performance analysis

Table 4: Accuracy assessment parameters

Statistical Parameters Values

One month Seasonal Average

Mean Absolute Deviation 0.13889 0.13889 0.13889

Mean Square Deviation 0.27778 0.55556 0.41669

Mean Absolute Percentage Error 1.208871% 3.267913% 2.238392%

Fig. 9: Flood forecasting for one month
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Fig. 10: Seasonal flood forecasting

5 Conclusion291

This paper proposes an energy-efficient cloud system for flood prediction and fore-292

casting based on IoT. The proposed model is effectively determines the prediction293

and forecasting measures for the particular study area (Kerala, India). This framework294

is contributed for optimistically data generation with efficiently enhance the sensor295

lifetime. Dimension reduction algorithm is applied at fog layer to maintain the op-296

timization of network bandwidth. Moreover, ANN predictive algorithm is produced297

efficient results with 97.3% sensitivity, 92.4% specificity and future flood stages are298

forecasted using Holt Winter’s model at cloud layer. Experimentation results are stored299

at cloud storage for water management agencies and disaster management groups so300

that effective measures can be taken on time and reduce the post and during disaster301

destruction.302
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